Julia Kramer started volunteering with the Office of the Public Defender in the Multiple Conflicts Office as an Investigative Intern in January 2019. She assists attorneys and investigators with case organization and research, conducts criminal records checks, serves subpoenas, obtains school, medical and other confidential records, accompanies investigators on field interviews and attends court hearings. Her efforts have saved countless hours and have furthered the County’s strategic goals of safe communities and operational excellence. Julia is a motivated and dependable volunteer who shows genuine interest in her work and actively participates in office discussions about cases. She works independently and efficiently and consistently goes above and beyond what is asked of her and is regularly entrusted with serious responsibilities such as visiting defendants in detention facilities to review discovery and accompanying investigators in the community for field work. Julia would like to pursue a career in investigations and is expected to receive her master’s degree from San Diego State University in May 2020.
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(619) 338-4821

The Clerk of the Board provides coordination of countywide volunteer recognition, communication and reporting.

If you would like more information about volunteer opportunities within the COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
Please visit the Clerk of the Board’s website or contact
Diana Lopez, County Volunteer Coordinator
(619) 531-4966
1600 Pacific Highway, Room 402
San Diego, CA 92101-2471